
Furniture Mover Truck Bodies



Combine decades of experience and a commitment to
quality, and you have a furniture mover that is different

-- and BETTER -- than any other on the market.
From durable construction, a rugged (and easy-to-clean)

laminate interior, and strategically placed tie-downs that help 
to protect valuable cargo, to ergonomically

designed features for ease of ingress/egress, and optional 
interior and exterior lighting packages -
- Morgan stands apart from the crowd

And so will YOU.

OVERCAB STORAGE

Innovative design of our “PEAK” overcab storage compartment 
maximizes cargo area, and provides out-of-the-way protection for 
delicate cargo.  Optional skylights also enhance overall visibility.

Demand the Best. Demand a Morgan.



Morgan’s optional underbody tool box supports 
quick and easy access to the equipment you 

need; and keeps tools out of the cab and cargo 
areas where they can cause damage.

Provides greater strength and durability,
and helps to protect both the compartment

and cargo. Enhanced wood flooring is
durable enough to handle heavy loads;

and easy to maintain - to support a
cleaner cargo environment.

When all you need is a little more room,
you have it!  Morgan’s innovative slide-out

platform tailgate and E-track tie-down system, 
makes it possible to transport items that

might have required a second trip –
saving you time and money!

Options for door width, style and placement;
as well as walk-ramp and lift-gate configurations 
-- make it easier to load, unload or simply access 

cargo – to accommodate the changing
conditions you face.

Strategically placed side-doors, steps
and grab handles are ergonomically

designed for convenient access
to the cargo area.

Morgan furniture mover ramps are
easy to access and easy to store

under the cargo area.

More custom configurations than any other.

Morgan makes it easy for customers to customize products to meet their unique needs through innovative design and flexibility. Options for body configurations, interior surfaces, 
lighting packages, door types, sizes and placements, just to name a few, ensure that Morgan provides YOU with the features and functionality you need and expect!

UNDERBODY TOOLBOX PRE-FINISHED LINER PLATFORM TAILGATE

OPTIONAL DOOR AND RAMPS SIDE DOORS AND STEPS UNDERBODY RAMP STORAGE



Products as shown may include optional equipment that is not part of the standard Morgan truck body configuration. Some product images may differ from current configurations and may not be available as depicted at the time of your order.
NOTE: All dimensions, weights, and measurements specified herein are subject to Morgan’s manufacturing tolerances, may change without notice, and may vary depending on options selected.

 Please Contact Your Morgan Representative for available options, complete up-to-date specifications and for measurements for your particular truck body and chassis. © Morgan Corporation 04/2019
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